DESIGNED TO WORK…

… BUILT TO LAST

Ambassador Buildings
This stylish and popular timber building has a pleasing
asymmetrical appearance, due to the distinctive off-centre
ridge line. This tried and tested feature provides extra
eaves height at the front, making the Ambassador a highly
versatile, elegant and practical building.
Each building is made to your specification and layout
requirements. We can provide the necessary elevation drawings
for planning applications and base drawings for your builder.
Two heights are available our standard 8’ (front) / 6’ (rear)
eaves height and our classic 9’6” (front) / 7’6” (rear) eaves.
Other heights can be quoted for on request.

Construction
External sections are solidly built of 4” × 2” nominal timber framework clad with ¾” finished thickness pressure
treated timber shiplap boarding or rustic style 8” deep featheredge boarding.
Optional internal partitions are constructed of similar framework and clad on one side to full height with ¾” finished
thickness square edged t&g boarding.

Roofing & Rainwater Goods
Maintenance-free and easy-to-handle natural grey corrugated fibre
cement roof sheets are used as standard. Rooflights can be
supplied to provide natural light.
Coloured fibre cement roofs are also available.
Deepstyle pvc gutters to both front and rear eaves are included,
complete with downpipes and shoes.

Fronts
Front sections are optional and largely depend on the use for which the building is intended.
Options include:
standard fronts - constructed as external sections.
general purpose fronts - complete with timber personnel door and glazed window.
stable fronts - complete with a robust 4’ wide half heck stable door and stable window.

Doors & Gates
We offer a range of doors and gates to enable you to optimise the internal layout of your building. These include
hinged double doors, stable doors, sliding doors, timber field gates, steel stockyard and sheeted gates.

Standard Sizes
20’ x 18’ wide
24’ x 18’ wide
30’ x 18’ wide
36’ x 18’ wide
20’ x 24’ wide
24’ x 24’ wide
30’ x 24’ wide
36’ x 24’ wide
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